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The Late Classical and Early Hellenistic Pottery from PrieneThe Late Classical and Early Hellenistic Pottery from Priene

The small Ionian polis of Priene was refounded in the middle of the 4th century B.C. on the southern slope of the

Mykale Mountains above the Maeander Valley. As to now there are no evidences of earlier settlements at this very

place, hereby guaranteeing a perfect terminus post quem for everything that is to be found in the city.

Excavations are currently conducted by the Universities of Frankfurt and Bonn and directed by Prof. Dr. W. Raeck. 

Out of these derive several deposits of the 4th and early 3rd century that form the basis of my doctoral thesis „Late 

Classical and Early Hellenistic Pottery from Priene”.

Glazed Pottery
At first sight the fine wares of the early contexts are clearly dominated

by attic type black-glazed pottery. But a second glance reveals that the

slip of many of the glazed vessels rather tends to be brownish or

reddish, often irregularly shifting between those colours. Along with

differences in the fabric it is obvious that there is a large variety of 

imports besides a definitely strong local production of this ware. 

Among the imports the attic fabric stands out as technically superior to 

all the other fabrics. The glaze is more dense and shiny and the

application of the glazed slip tends to be more homogeneous in 

general. While other imports try to imitate this black glaze, local

products more often appear to favor red or reddish brown coats. 

The bolsal is the most common drinking vessel while shallow bowls

with incurved rim dominate the vessels for serving food. 

Excavation and ContextsExcavation and Contexts

Fine WaresFine Wares

Methods and PerspectivesMethods and Perspectives
Aside from a typological catalog the completed dissertation will contain

an archaeological discussion of the presented contexts and a 

chronological classification of the pottery along with the accompanying

small finds. The alignment of shapes, wares and fabrics within the

deposits will thus form the background for further analysis of trade

relations and cultural ascendancies in early Priene.

Serving & Storage Vessels
The vessels for serving and storaging liquids and food can be divided

into two groups: decorated and undecorated pots. Decoration usually

appears on those vessels associated with the Greek symposium like

kraters or table amphorae. But hydriae or elegant storage vessels for

female demand are also regularly enhanced through painted decors, 

typically of red colour. Most common are straight or waved banded

decorations, but ivy leaves or more complex garlands also occur. 

The majority of plain vessels nevertheless is undecorated. The

transport amphorae are dominated by mushroom-rim type vessels

known throughout the eastern Aegean. The undecorated table

amphorae usually show a significant bulge around their neck that

appears in a variety of different variations.

Further insights may derive from the archaeometrical analyses that were

conducted during the last few months via the X-ray fluorescence

method. With the final results of these examinations it might be possible

to localize a variety of imported fabrics as well as it may help to get a 

much better impression of the spectrum of fine and coarse wares that

were produced in Priene during the later 4th and early 3rd century B.C.

Plain WaresPlain Wares

Bolsal (attic import) Bolsal (local fabric)

Partially Glazed Pottery
Apart from the completly glazed pottery a huge amount of the early

Prienian table vessels is semi-glazed. Most of the times this coat is of a 

dull red colour, less frequently reddish brown or dark brown. On earlier

vessels the gloss seems to have been applied with a brush rather than

by dipping, the latter appears to become a regular custom not later

than during the early 3rd century BC. 

Common shapes of this ware comprise bowls with incurved or

outturned rims. In addition to the common drinking vessels that are

mainly influenced by attic shapes, a distinct kind of hemispherical bowl

with one or two grooves around the rim forms, an important part of 

the early hellenistic drinking vessel repertoire of Priene.

Cooking Pottery
A surprisingly large amount of cooking vessels seems to be imported

and not locally produced. Among those the so called necked chytra

clearly stands out as a distinct form. The distribution – as far as existing

researches indicate so far – appears to be limited mostly to 

southwestern Asia Minor. Therefore the production center may be

located somewhere in Caria or on the island of Rhodos. 

Necked Chytra

(unknown origin)
‚Grooved rim bowl‘ (local fabric)Bowl, outturned rim (local fabric)

Storage bin / „stamnoid pyxis“

(local fabric)

Krater (local fabric)

‚Ionian‘ Lopas (local or regional production ?)

Another significant form is what I call the ‚Ionian‘

lopas, which is very common in Ionia and parts of 

Caria. The flange to uphold the lid of this specific

form of stewing pot is simply formed by a slight

upturn of the incurved, globular wall.


